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Iris boundaries localization is a critical model in facial feature-based recognition systems. It has a close 
relationship to the results’ accuracy of these applications. In this paper, we propose a new algorithm 
based on the angular integral projection function (AIPF) to localize eyeball (iris outer boundary ) in iris 
images. The proposed  algorithm adopts  boundary points detection and curve fitting within gray level 
images. Mainly it finds the iris outer boundary’s features, the center and radius in three steps.  First, we 
detect the approximate position of iris center. Then, using AIPF, a set of  radial boundary points are 
detected. Finally, the features are obtained by fitting a circle to the detected boundary points. The 
experimental results on 756 iris images from CASIA show high accuracy and efficiency.

Povzetek: Razvit je nov algoritem biometričnega prepoznavanja na osnovi mrežnice.

1 Introduction
The localization of human facial features plays a very 
important role in biometric systems and has received a 
great deal of interest in recent years. Such biometric 
systems include iris recognition, face recognition, disease 
diagnosis and human-computer interaction. Iris feature is 
considered to be the most important feature among other 
facial features that include eyes, nose, mouth and 
eyebrows. Iris localization aims to find the parameters, 
the centers and radii, of the inner and outer boundaries of 
iris. However, the localization of eyeball or the iris outer 
boundary is more difficult since it is not sharp and  clear 
as the inner boundary, and due to the occlusion  caused 
by eyelashes and eyelids. As localization accuracy has 
great influence on subsequent feature extraction and 
classification, many different methods have been 
presented for the purpose of iris localization. For the first 
time, Daugman [4]  proposed an integrodifferential 
operator to detect both iris inner and outer  boundaries. 
Wildes [15] and Masek [8] used binary edge map and 
voting procedure, which realized by Hough transform, to 
detect iris boundaries. Further, Ma et al. [7] presented an 
iris segmentation method based on Canny edge detection 
and Hough transform, Tisse et al. [14] used 
integrodifferential operator with Hough transform, and 
Cui et al. [3] used Haar wavelet transform followed by 

Hough transform for detecting the iris inner boundary 
and differential integral operator for localizing the outer 
boundary. More recently, other iris localization 
algorithms have been proposed [5] [6] [13] [18] [12]. 
However, most of the localization algorithms mentioned 
above are based on edge detection followed by Hough 
transform, that is to search the iris boundaries over three-
parameter space exhaustively, which makes the process 
time-consuming ,thus they can not be employed in real 
time iris recognition systems. Moreover, they require 
threshold values to be chosen for edge detection and this
may cause critical edge points being removed, resulting 
in failure to detect circles. In this paper, we address these 
two problems and propose a new algorithm to localize
eyeball in iris images efficiently and accurately. As 
eyeball is almost circle, we localize it by extracting the 
features, the center and radius, of the iris outer boundary. 
Thus, through the paper we denote by iris features the 
center and radius of the iris outer boundary. The 
proposed algorithm adopts boundary points detection 
followed by curve fitting. It does not need to find all 
boundary points, so its localization speed is very fast. 

      In our earlier work [9], the AIPF has been 
developed as a general function to perform integral 
projection along angular directions, both the well known 
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vertical integral projection function (IPFv) and horizontal 
integral projection function (IPFh) can be viewed as 
special cases of AIPF. In our approach, AIPF is adopted 
to detect boundary points. First, the approximate position 
of the iris center is detected by calculating the center of 
mass for the binarized eye image. Then, a set of iris outer 
boundary’s radial points are obtained using AIPF. 
Finally, we get the precise iris features through fitting a 
circle to the above boundary points by making use of the 
least squares method. Being evaluated on 756 eye images
from CASIA [2] and quantitatively analysed based on 
own ground truth, the experimental results show high
accuracy and efficiency. The rest of this paper is 
organized as follows. In Section 2, integral projection 
functions are described. In Section 3, the algorithm of 
iris features extraction is detailed. Section 4 provides the 
experimental results of the algorithm on CASIA iris 
database. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Projection functions

2.1 Integral projection functions
Due to their simplicity and robustly, image integral 
projection functions have been used widely for the 
detection of the boundary between different image 
regions. Among them, the vertical and horizontal integral 
projection functions are most popular. Here, suppose 
I(x,y) is the intensity of a pixel at location (x,y), the 
vertical integral projection function IPFv(x) and 
horizontal integral projection function IPFh(y) of I(x,y)
in intervals [y1, y2] and [x1,x2] can be defined 
respectively as:

                                                                                    (1)

                                                                                     (2)

The above two functions are used to detect the boundary 
of different image regions in the vertical and horizontal 
directions. Assuming PF is a projection function and   is 
a small constant. Thus, if the value of PF rapidly changes 
form z0 to (z0+) , it indicates that z0 lie on the boundary 
between two homogeneous regions. In detail, given a 
threshold T, the vertical boundary in the image can be 
identified by:

                                                                                    (3)

where v is the set of vertical boundary points, such as { 
(x1, PFv(x1)), (x2, PFv(x2)),…,(xk, PFv(xk))}, which 
vertically divides the image into different areas. It is 

obvious that the horizontal boundary points can be 
identified similarly [17].

2.2 Angular integral projection function
Besides the sets of vertical and horizontal boundary 
points that can be detected using IPFv and IPFh

respectively. Other boundary point sets  can be identified 
on other directions rather than those are on the vertical 
and horizontal directions. Considering this fact and in 
order to capture the boundary point sets along  all 
directions within an image, the AIPF has been proposed 
in our earlier work [9] as a general function to perform 
integral projection along angular directions it is defined 
as: 

(4)
where (x0,y0) is the image center, I(x,y) is the gray level 
of the pixel at location (x,y), θ is the angle of the 
integration rectangle with x-axis,  = 0,1,…,w, w is the 
width of the integration rectangle, and h represents the 
height of the integration rectangle or the number of  
pixels to be integrated within each line. Specifically, the 
application of AIPF on θ direction carries out within an 
integration rectangle with wh dimensions, it extends 
along a central line irradiated from the image center and 
having θ with x-axis. Here, it is worth to mention that 
even the most commonly used projection functions IPFv

and IPFh can be implemented using AIPF by assigning 
θ=0,180 and θ=90,270 respectively.

3 Iris features extraction
In this section we are mainly concerned with the 
extraction of the iris features: iris center and iris radius in 
the segmented gray level eye images. Figure 1(a) shows 
an example of eye images used in this paper.

3.1 Approximate iris center detection
Since the centers of both iris and pupil are close to each 
other, we consider the pupil center as the approximate 
iris center. In order to determine the pupil center, the 
gray levels histogram is plotted and analysed. Figure 1(b) 
shows the histogram of gray levels for the image in 
Figure 1(a). Depending on the eye image histogram, a 
threshold value T is determined as the intensity value 
associated with the first important peak within histogram. 
Then, all intensity values in the eye image below or equal 
T are changed to 0(black) and above T are changed to 
255(white),as:

                                                                                    (5)

where I(x,y) is the intensity value at location (x,y), g(x,y)
is the converted pixel value and T represents threshold. 
This process converts a gray image to binary image and 
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efficiently segments the pupil from the rest of the image 
as shown in Figure 1(c). However, morphological 
processing is still necessary to remove pixels that located 
outside the pupil region. Figure 1(d) shows the clear 
pupil region obtained from Figure 1(c) after noise 
removing by using dilate operator. Now, the center of the 
segmented pupil can be easily determined. Basing on [1], 
the center of a simple object like circle and square 
coincides with its center of mass. The center of the mass 
refers to the balance point )( y,x of the object where 

there is equal mass in all directions:

                                                                               (6)
                                                                               

(7)

where g(x,y) is a pixel in the position (x,y), and F is the 
object under consideration. We make use of the 
equations (6) and (7) to find the pupil center P(xp,yp)
which approximates the iris center I(xi,yi). The pupil 
center detection process is shown in Fig. 1

Figure 1: The pupil center detection. (a) Original image. 
(b)Gray levels histogram. (c) Binary image. (d) Binary 
image after morphological dilation operation.

3.2 Iris radius estimation
After the approximate iris center is detected, the precise 
iris center and radius can be estimated as the center and 
radius of a circle fitted to the iris outer boundary. Here, 
in order to reduce computational time, two rectangles are 
set on both sides of  the iris basing on the estimated 
location of iris center and the number of integration 
rectangles that to be applied, as shown in Figure 3. In our 
approach, we divide the iris radius estimation task into 
three stages. In the first stage,  as an image  pre-
processing step, image nonlinear filtering is performed. 
In the second stage, iris outer boundary points are 
detected. Note that both the two previous stages are 

performed within the above predefined rectangles. 
Finally, in the third stage, a circle is fitted to these points 
using the least squares method. The reminder of this 
section details each of them.

3.2.1 Image pre-processing
As a preliminary stage to the iris boundary points 
detection, image filtering is performed to minimize the 
influence of the occlusion caused by the eyelashes in 
both iris’ left and right rectangles, which in turns help us 
to detect iris boundary accurately. In this work, a 
nonlinear filter is adopted basing on anisotropic diffusion 
(an image enhancement process that removes noise and 
irrelevant details while preserving the edges). The filter 
that we used is based on the formulation of Perona and 
Malik [10] for the anisotropic diffusion. Applying to an 
image, such a filter encourages intraregional diffusion  
while preserving contours  as shown in Figure 2. Thus, it 
serves to a better edge detection in a potential noisy 
image.

Figure 2: Anisotropic filtering based on Perona and 
Malik’s formulation [10]. (a) Original image. (b) Filtered 
image.

3.2.2 Boundary points detection
From the iris image shown in Figure 1(a), it is clear that 
the iris is circular and darker than the surrounding area. 
Accordingly, considering the approximate iris center 
detected in the previous section as the image center, 
AIPF can be applied to find a set of radial boundary 
points. Here, in order to reduce the influence of potential 
occlusion caused by eyelids or eyelashes to minimum, θ
is limited  in the ranges -30~ 5 and 175~ 210 within 
the right iris rectangle and the left iris rectangle
respectively. This is because that the iris region within 
these θ ranges are barely influenced by occlusion. Figure 
3 shows four integration rectangles within each of the left 
and right iris rectangles.  

    Next, we find only a radial boundary point for 
each integration rectangle on θ direction. This is 
accomplished by computing the gradient of the 
projection curve resulted by each application of AIPF. 
Then we obtain the iris’ boundary point by searching the 
gradient curve for the local maximum that corresponds to 
the iris edge. Clearly, the more integration rectangles 
thus iris’ boundary points, the finer iris outer boundary 
localization. However, as a circle can be fit through three 
boundary points, at least three integration rectangles have 
to be established within both iris rectangles, here a 
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reasonable angular shift between successive integration 
rectangles have to be considered.

3.2.3 Curve fitting
As iris boundary is considered as a circular contour. 
Hence, we get the precise iris center I(xi,yi) and radius Ri

through fitting a circle to the collection of the above iris’ 
boundary points. Figure 3 shows a circle fitted to iris 
boundary based on boundary point detected in previous 
section. Here, in order to obtain a best circle fit, we make 
use of the least squares method which minimizes the 
summed square of errors. The error for the ith boundary 
point ri is defined as the difference between the detected 
boundary point  p_detctedi and the fitted circle point 
p_fittedi, as:

                                                                                   (8)
Thus the summed square of errors is given by:

                                                                             (9)

where n is the number of the detected radial boundary 
points.

Figure 3:  An example illustrates the application of the
AIPF with: θ1=5, θ2=-5, θ3=-15, θ4=-25, and with
θ1=175, θ2=185, θ3=195, θ4=205, in the right iris 
rectangle and the left integration rectangle respectively
within an iris image. Each black rectangle represents an 
integration rectangle with w  h dimensions. The white 
rectangles are for the left and right iris rectangles. White 
cross denotes the center of the circle fitted to the iris
outer boundary.

4 Experimental results
We  perform experiments  to evaluate the performance of 
the proposed algorithm over iris images supplied by  
CASIA [2]. The algorithm was applied for each image in 
the database.  All experiments are performed in Matlab 
(version 6.5) on a PC with P4 3GHz processor and 512 
M of DRAM. Figure 4 shows part of the experimental 
results. 

Figure 4: Eyeball localization examples. Row 1 and 2  
show the localization results for typical  irises and irises 
with different  size and location. Row 3 and 4  show the 
localization results for irises occluded with eyelash 
and/or eyelid.  Six integration rectangles are used with: 
θ1=5, θ2=0, θ3=-5, θ4=-10, θ5=-15,θ6=-20, in the 
right iris rectangle and other six are used with: θ1=175, 
θ2=180, θ3=185, θ4=190, θ5=195,θ6=-200, in the left 
integration rectangle. Thus 12 radial edge points are 
considered here. It was assumed that w=60 and h= 15.

4.1 Database characteristics
The CASIA iris database was adopted for testing. Here, it 
must be mentioned that this database has been manually 
edited [11] but it does not effect the application of AIPF 
to detect iris’ edge points since editing was limited to the 
pupil region. CASIA V1.0 includes 108 classes and each 
class has seven iris images captured in two sessions, 
three in the first session and two in the second. Sessions 
were taken with an interval of one month. So there are 
totally 756 iris images with a resolution of 320280 
pixels. 

4.2 Result analysis
It is known that the evaluation of the localization results 
of an algorithm based on observation by eye is likely to 
be inaccurate. Thus to achieve quantitative analysis of 
our algorithm’s  results, an analysis approach based on 
ground truth is adopted. In such approach, getting an 
accurate ground truth is vital to evaluate the performance 
of results. Since no ground truth is available, we hand-
localized the iris center and radius for all iris images 
within the database, they serve as ground truth. Here, we 
localize the iris center and radius by manually fitting a 
circle on the iris outer boundary through three steps, all 
by hand. First, we identify the approximate iris center 
location, here we can show the location of  the calculated 
iris center as a reference point. Then, we estimate the iris 
radius by finding a point located on the iris outer 
boundary. Finally, considering the center and radius 
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obtained from the previous two steps, a moveable and 
resizable circle is fitted to the iris outer boundary. After 
that and according to [16], a circularity confidence 
interval centered at the hand-localized pixel with five
pixel radius, is defined. Let H(i,j) denote hand-localized 
pixel and E(i,j) the detected pixel. The distance Dis of H
and E is defined as ║H-E║2. Then the accuracy of the 
algorithm is:

                                                                              (10)
            

The satisfactory factor is set to 0.5 in Eq.(10). That is to 
say, the accuracy is 50% if the detected pixel position is 
on the boundary of the confidence interval. If it is out of 
the confidence interval, the accuracy is set to 0. 
Meanwhile, the accuracy  is 100% if the detected pixel 
and hand-localized one are at the same position. For 
more reliable performance evaluation, Daugman’s 
integrodifferential method [4] as a prevailing 
segmentation method, is also implemented on the same 
database. The experiments were done under the condition 
that the same initial estimate of iris center is provided for 
both AIPF and Daugman methods. For the application of 
AIPF, six integration rectangles were adopted with: 
(θ1=5, θ2=0, θ3=-5, θ4=-10, θ5=-15,θ6=-20) in the 
right iris rectangle, other six integration rectangles are 
adopted with: (θ1=175, θ2=180, θ3=185, θ4=190, 
θ5=195, θ6=-200) in the left integration rectangle, and 
each integration rectangle has  6015 dimensions. It is 
clear form Table 1 that AIPF method achieves better 
accuracy than that of Daugman since  72.75 % of the 
AIPF’s detected iris centers are within the 5-pixel 
confidence interval of the ground truth, and 89.4% of the 
AIPF’s estimated iris radii are within the confidence 
interval. Moreover, AIPF method performs faster than 
Daugman method. Therefore, the proposed method 
demonstrates high accuracy with faster execution.

Table 1. Performance of the AIPF method.

5 Conclusion
An algorithm for the localization of eyeball or the iris 
outer boundary is reported  in the paper. The proposed 
algorithm adopts radial edges detection with curve fitting 
in gray level iris images. First, the rough iris center is 
detected. Then, a set of radial edge points are detected 
based on AIPF. Finally, getting the precise iris features 
through fitting a circle to the detected edge points. 
Experimental results on a set of  756 iris images from 
CASIA V1.0 indicate high accuracy and faster execution 
due to its simplicity in implementation. Our future work 
has two fields. First, we will perform iris segmentation 
based on  AIPF for iris recognition. Second, we will 
utilize AIPF for detecting other facial features.
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